
Your AJ Adhesives representative can help select the proper product from the following list or 
formulate a customized solution that will fulfill your application needs. Samples are also available for 
testing purposes. 

Product Type Description

313B Fast Tack Upholstery 
Adhesive

Formulated for use in the foam and fabric trade for quick, tack, strong bond and a soft glue line. 
Works well to affix urethane foam, fabric and paper to themselves or to metal, 

wood, etc. 

323B Foam and Fabric 
Adhesive

Formulated for use in the foam and fabric trade for a quick tack, strong bond and a soft glue 
line. Works well to affix urethane foam, fabric and paper to themselves, or to metal, wood, etc. 

May be used on supported vinyls.

373 High Performance 
Adhesive

Formulated to exhibit fast, aggressive tack with low soak-in for long lasting bonds, on such 
substrates as foam, cloth, felt, cardboard, and paper. Excellent for a variety of jobs. 

AJ 780B Contact Cement & Trim 
Adhesive

Sprayable or brushable elastomeric contact adhesive formulated for adhering supported vinyl to 
coated finishes and laminates wood, metal, etc. Strength continues to increase for weeks. 

300 General Purpose Spray 
Adhesive

Formulated to bond paper, cardboard, fabric, leather, foil, fiberglass to metal, wood, and a variety 
of other substrates. Useful in screen print, pool table, and sewing. Offers quick tack.

365 Hi-Bond Strength Spray 
Adhesive

Formulated to bond dissimilar substrates subjected to occasional thermal stress. 365 is both 
fast to tack and fast to develop green strength. 

393 Trim & Laminating 
Adhesive

Formulated to bond substrates that require either high bond strength and/or need elevated 
temperature resistance. Exhibits green strength and water resistance. 

363B High Strength Fast Tack 
Adhesive

Formulated to bond paper, cardboard, fabric, leather, foil, fiberglass to metal, wood and a variety 
of other substrates. Designed for applications by low-pressure spray equipment. 

L-8695B Foam and Fabric 
Adhesive

Offers quick tack, strong bond and a soft glue line. Works well to affix urethane foam, fabric and 
paper to themselves, or to metal, wood, etc. 

AJ Adhesives’ selection of aero-
sol adhesives offers quick tack 
for a variety of applications. 

AJ’s aerosol adhesives have 
been engineered to bond a va-
riety of substrates with tempo-
rary or permanent bonds. They 
also feature excellent green 
strength and water resistance. 
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AJ ADHESIVES, INC.
PRODUCT ASSEMBLY

When you’re looking for a supplier that can meet your adhesive needs, look no further than 
AJ Adhesives, Inc. We are the manufacturing industry’s premier source of industrial adhesives and 
industrial adhesive application equipment, distributing to a diverse range of industry sectors. 

Our inventory of hot melt and liquid adhesives are applied to a broad range of applications including; 
case and carton sealing, book binding, labeling, paper laminating, carton forming, woodworking, and 
product assembly. 

Ordering from AJ Adhesives, Inc. is the most cost-effective and productive route to adhesive pur-
chasing. Our sales and technical support staff are professionally trained in adhesive technology and 
adhesive application equipment. Our warehouse locations in St. Louis, Chicago, Houston, and Seattle 
provide a AJ a logistical advantage in getting product to the customer sooner. All of these unique 
abilities will provide you the most seamless ordering process in the market. 

ABOUT AJ ADHESIVES

Holding North American Manufacturing Together


